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Read more Discovery outlook upbeat despite slide in earnings 

In June Discovery issued a warning that a large drop in earnings may be expected because of 

the coronavirus pandemic. Estimations are that headline earnings per share could be between 

78.9c and 236c, down from 789c the year before. Normalised profit from operations, when taking the 

virus into account, could be between 18% and 28% lower. The company has set aside R3.3-bn for 

estimated future virus-related expenses until 2022. 

 

Read more R1.1-bn for upgrades at provincial hospitals  

Provinces could pump an estimated R1.1-bn into upgrades at nearly 200 health facilities in response 

to the COVI-19 pandemic, according to Health Minister Zweli Mkhize (June 2020). Provincial 

departments will also be allowed to shift up to 8% of their allocated budget to the funding of anti-

COVID-19 measures. Provinces can also request for a change in their business plans to accommodate 

these upgrades.  

 

 

Growthpoint bets on healthcare surge  

In January Growthpoint Properties, SA’s largest real estate group, announced that it will grow its 

healthcare fund nearly fourfold to R10-bn in the next five to seven years, through acquisitions and 

management contracts, reported Business Day (23 January 2020). According to Growthpoint’s CEO 

in SA his team would be prepared to work with the state to upgrade and expand government hospitals 

and medical facilities.  

 

Aspen’s shares outperform the company’s peers 

On June 17, JSE listed Aspen Pharmacare’s share price jumped by 9.3% to R153, the highest 

since January 24, 2019, giving it a market value of R70-bn. This follows an announcement by 

researchers at the University of Oxford that dexamethasone - a drug of which Aspen is a 

major supplier - reduced deaths in critically ill COVID-19 patients. CEO Stephen Saad said 

Aspen has the capacity to meet global demand but is busy trying to ascertain what that 

demand is and how it can ramp up supply. 

*Aspen’s share price leapt by more than 83% in the past five months, reported The Star (21 January 

2020). The recovery came after Aspen’s shares tumbled by more than 50% in 2018 following the 

company’s move away from its generic pharmaceutical business.  

Aspen cut its debt from R53.5-bn in December 2018 to R38.9-bn by the end of June 

2019. In March the company’s net borrowings stood at R37.9-bn. 

 

Ascendis to sell Scitec in Europe at heavy discount 

In April: Debt-laden Ascendis Health announced that it planned to sell its Hungary-based sports 

nutrition business Scitec for €5-m (about R100-m) - about 30 times less than the price it paid for it in 

2016).  

The group was selling off assets to reduce a debt burden which is far in excess of its market 

capitalisation. Ascendis’s debt problems have resulted in its share price losing about 95% of its 

value over the past three years, although it has seen a recovery recently. 

In June Ascendis Health announced that it has pushed back payment on its debt facilities until the 

end of 2021, buying it an additional 18 months to sell off businesses to address a debt pile more 



than 10 times its market capitalisation. Ascendis has admitted it has to sell its prized Cyprus-based 

Remedica business, which generated just more than a quarter of the group’s R5.5-bn in revenue for 

its year to end-June 2019. The group has debt facilities of R5.1-bn in both euro- and rand-

denominated debt, which compares unfavourably with its R500-m market capitalisation.  

 

 


